Single-molecule analysis of RAG-mediated V(D)J DNA cleavage
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The recombination-activating gene products, RAG1 and RAG2, initiate V(D)J recombination during lymphocyte development by cleaving DNA adjacent to conserved recombination signal sequences (RSSs). The reaction involves DNA binding, synopsis, and cleavage at two RSSs located on the same DNA molecule and results in the assembly of antigen receptor genes. We have developed single-molecule assays to examine RSS binding by RAG1/2 and their cofactor high-mobility group-box protein 1 (HMGB1) as they proceed through the steps of this reaction. These assays allowed us to observe in real time the individual molecular events of RAG-mediated cleavage. As a result, we are able to measure the binding statistics (dwell times) and binding energies of the initial RAG binding events and characterize synapse formation at the single-molecule level, yielding insights into the distribution of dwell times in the paired complex and the propensity for cleavage on forming the synapse. Interestingly, we find that the synaptic complex has a mean lifetime of roughly 400 s and that its formation is readily reversible, with only ~40% of observed synapses resulting in cleavage at consensus RSS binding sites.
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V(D)J recombination is responsible for the variable regions of antigen receptor genes during B- and T-lymphocyte development. During V(D)J recombination, fragments of V, D, and J segments located together on particular chromosomes are rearranged into functional V(D)J or VJ alleles that are the specificity determinants for B-cell receptors or immunoglobulins (Igs) and T-cell receptors (TCR) (1). Adjacent to the V, D, and J gene segments are recombination signal sequences (RSSs) consisting of a conserved heptamer (consensus 5′-CACAGTG-3′) and nonamer (consensus 5′-ACAAAAACC-3′) separated by a spacer of 12 or 23 bp (referred to as 12RSS and 23RSS, respectively). Efficient recombination requires one 12RSS and one 23RSS, a constraint known as the 12/23 rule (1).

The recombination-activating genes, RAG1 and RAG2, encode proteins that carry out V(D)J recombination by bringing a 12RSS and a 23RSS together into a paired (or synaptic) complex, nicking the RSS sites adjacent to the heptamer, and converting each nick into a double-strand break, leaving a hairpin at the coding end (Fig. 1). The hairpin is created by nucleophilic attack on the opposing strand by the 3′-hydroxyl group at the nick in a transesterification reaction. After RAG1/2 forms hairpins, it recruits the nonhomologous end joining machinery to repair the ends (1, 2). Since their discovery, the full-length RAG1 and RAG2 proteins have proven difficult to isolate and study in vitro (1). However, core domains (referred to as RAG1c and RAG2c) have been identified by removing a large region from the C terminus of RAG1 (which includes an E3 ubiquitin ligase domain) and a large region from the C terminus of RAG2 (which includes a plant homeodomain) (3, 4). These core proteins have been shown to tetramerize to form RAG1c2c, which retains RSS binding, nicking, and hairpin formation activities (5). High-mobility group-box protein 1 (HMGB1) acts as a cofactor and increases RAG1c2c affinity for the 23RSS (6). HMGB1 is required for paired complex formation and efficient conversion of RAG-mediated nicks into hairpins (7–10).

Current in vitro assays that capture the paired complex with RAG1c2 generally place a 12RSS and a 23RSS on two different DNA molecules, typically short oligonucleotides. However, in vivo, antigen receptor loci are assembled using RSSs on the same DNA molecule (1, 11). One prior study captured RAG1c2c and HMGB1 bound to DNA with a 12RSS and a 23RSS on the same substrate using standard bulk assays (12). However, many key mechanistic questions remain unresolved concerning how a diverse immune repertoire is generated by the RAG recombinase. How long does an RAG complex spend bound to a 12RSS or 23RSS? What is the lifetime of an RAG-mediated paired complex formed between a 12RSS and a 23RSS before DNA double-strand break (hairpin) formation? Is formation of this complex reversible, or does it inevitably go on to cleavage? These issues have implications for the mechanisms that determine Ig and TCR repertoires.

To address these questions, we have explored the dynamics of various stages of the V(D)J recombination cleavage reaction on single DNA molecules in real time, allowing visualization and characterization of individual RAG–HMGB1–RSS complexes and paired complex formation using intersignal distances comparable with some of the shorter distances found in the assembly of V, D, and J gene segments in vivo (13). Using a tethered particle motion (TPM) assay (14), we observed RSS-dependent apparent shortening of DNA in the presence of RAG1c2c, HMGB1, and RAG1c2, suggesting that the synaptic complex has a mean lifetime of ~400 s. Our findings support the idea that pairwise RSS binding and pairing are the primary determinants of cleavage, but they do not rule out the possibility that additional factors may influence the reaction.

Significance

V(D)J recombination is essential for assembling immunoglobulin and T-cell receptor genes. The lymphoid-specific RAG recombinase proteins (RAG1 and RAG2) perform DNA cleavage at recombination signal sequences (RSSs) during V(D)J recombination. Although RAG-mediated DNA cleavage has been analyzed in bulk, it has not at the single-molecule level. We used singly tethered DNA particle motion to examine the process in real time. We found the RAG–RSS binding is reversible, with measurable dwell times before release. We also directly observed a reversible synaptic complex before RAG-mediated hairpin formation and measured its dwell time. These biochemical findings are compatible with a model for V(D)J recombination in vivo, in which the RAG recombinase often samples multiple partner RSSs before initiating the V(D)J recombination reaction.
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 probable a reflection of bending of the DNA, and were able to exploit this shortening as a signature of the RAG1/2c–RSS-bound state (Fig. 2A). This technique in conjunction with a statistical mechanical model of RAG binding have allowed us to determine single-molecule binding constants for RAG1/2c with or without HMGB1 (Fig. 2A and B). These measurements are also used to determine the dwell time distributions for the 12RSS and 23RSS protein bound states. Furthermore, this same substrate length readout is used for direct detection of the paired complex before DNA cleavage (Fig. 2C), because bringing the two RSSs into close proximity effectively shortens the tether. We find that formation of the paired complex results in one of two outcomes: either the DNA is cleaved, causing bead release from its tether, or the complex dissociates, leaving the DNA template intact. Finally, we use bead loss on cleavage to quantify the time dependence of cleavage on the concentrations of RAG1/2c and HMGB1 (Fig. 2D). These experiments provide a quantitative picture of the stages leading up to DNA cleavage during V(D)J recombination and reveal the dynamic nature of the paired complex.

Results

Detecting Single RAG–RSS Complexes in Real Time. We have used a single-molecule assay called TPM to capture RAG1/2c–12RSS or RAG1/2c–23RSS complexes. This technique has been previously used in many studies of genome dynamics (15–17); it exploits the relationship between DNA length and rms motion of a bead to detect length changes in the DNA that is tethered to the bead (Fig. S1) (14). Fig. 2 introduces the various microscopic states that we seek to observe in the context of our single-molecule experiments. We explore the properties of RAG1/2c–DNA interaction for molecules harboring no RSS (referred to as “NoRSS”), only the 12RSS, only the 23RSS, and both 12RSS and 23RSS together using coexpressed and copurified maltose binding protein-tagged RAG1/2c proteins from a mammalian cell line in a buffer that includes 2.5 mM MgCl2 and 5% (vol/vol) DMSO.

To address the question of how the RAG proteins interact with different constellations of RSS sites, we added RAG1/2c at concentrations between 1 and 50 nM to the various DNA constructs to explore the situation indicated schematically in Fig. 2A. We found that, even at a saturating concentration of 50 nM RAG1/2c, without an RSS binding site, there was no measurable change in the mean rms motion of the bead (Fig. S2 D and J). In contrast, addition of purified RAG1/2c to tethered DNA harboring only a single 12RSS or 23RSS binding site resulted in periods of measurable reduction in the rms motion of the tethered beads (example trace in Fig. 3). These rms measurements are reported in terms of effective tether length (in base pairs) corresponding to the tether length that would produce the observed rms motion in the absence of protein; the calibration curve for this conversion is shown in Fig. S1C. As such, we interpret these periods of reduced rms motion to be binding events that change the effective tether length by 64 ± 5 bp for a single 12RSS binding site and 57 ± 5 bp for a single 23RSS binding site (Fig. S2 E, F, and J). In Fig. 4A, this reduction in DNA tether length is visible in histograms of measured tether length for each RAG1/2c concentration for both a single 12RSS or a single 23RSS (corresponding example bead trajectories are shown in Fig. S2 A and B). As can be seen in Fig. 4A, at low RAG1/2c concentrations, the tethers were typically measured at full length (539 bp), indicating that the tethers were not bound by protein. However, as the concentration of RAG1/2c was increased, a shorter bound state (at 475 ± 5 bp for the 12RSS and 482 ± 5 bp for the 23RSS) dominated the histogram. Mechanistically, we assume that the binding of these proteins bends the DNA, changing its effective length. The lesser reduction in length for the 23RSS may be caused by a reduced bend angle as previously observed (18). With both the 12RSS and 23RSS present, additional shortening of the tether beyond that with a single RSS present could result from either formation of the paired complex or the presence of two separate bound complexes, each of which contributes to the overall shortening separately. We explore the case with two RSSs in the presence of RAG1/2c alone in Fig. S2 G–J.

Making use of this method to measure the binding of RAG1/2c to its RSS target, we compiled single-molecule trajectories to determine the probability of being bound (shortened tether) as a function of RAG1/2c concentration. Our goal in doing so was to determine the equilibrium dissociation constant (Kd) for the 12RSS and the 23RSS. Fig. 4A already gives us an intuitive feel
for $K_d$ by estimating the concentration at which the two peaks have equal weight (and thus, the concentration where either of these two states is equally likely). More formally, we used a statistical mechanical model of binding (19, 20) to extract the relevant $K_d$ values taking into account the binding histograms over the entire concentration range. In this case, for the 12RSS site, we found $K_d = 13.9 \pm 4.7$ nM, which is within error of a previously reported value of 14.5 $\pm$ 2.4 nM (21) and less than the only other measured value of $K_d = 25.0 \pm 5.0$ nM derived from bulk experiments (22). We found that the 23RSS site binds RAG1/2c considerably more weakly, with a $K_d = 44.4 \pm 6.5$ nM (Fig. 4B). To the best of our knowledge, the $K_d$ for the 23RSS has not been previously reported. The error bars on this measurement represent the 95% confidence interval of a least-squares fit to the data in Fig. 4B.

### Binding Kinetics Reveal Mean Dwell Time of RAG–RSS Complex

To better understand the kinetics of the binding of RAG1/2c to the 12RSS or 23RSS, we measured the average dwell time of the tether in both the bound and unbound states as a function of RAG concentration. Analyzing the same trajectories used to obtain the $K_d$ (where mean occupation probability is analyzed), we, instead, segmented each individual trace into bound and unbound states using a thresholding method to characterize the kinetics of binding/unbinding events of RAG1/2c to an RSS target site. An example of a segmented trace is shown in Fig. 3, where the red line is the rms trajectory of the bead and the black dashed line is the resulting segmentation between long and short states of the DNA tether.

It was of particular interest to establish the length of time that a molecule of RAG1/2c stays bound on a DNA molecule before dissociating. We, therefore, examined the mean time that an RSS was bound to an RAG1/2c complex or in the unbound state as a function of concentration. In Fig. 4C, the mean dwell time in the bound (circles) and unbound (squares) states is shown for a concentration range between 1 and 50 nM for RAG1/2c. There are several interesting features visible in these data. The dwell time in the bound state is roughly independent of concentration. As one might expect because of the differences in affinity, the time spent bound at its target was most strongly influenced by the identity of the target to which it binds, with a 430 $\pm$ 120 s dwell time when bound to a 12RSS (black circles) and a dwell time of 230 $\pm$ 80 s on a 23RSS (red circles). In contrast, the time spent in the unbound state was a strong function of RAG1/2c concentration and was not influenced by the identity of the target binding site itself (Fig. 4C). The full dwell time distributions for both the bound and unbound states are shown for 12RSS and 23RSS in Fig. S34.

Assuming that binding is limited by diffusion, the theoretical prediction for time to reach a target scales as the inverse of the concentration, $1/(\alpha c)$, where $c$ is the concentration and $\alpha$ is a constant of proportionality related to the diffusivity of the particle and size of the target. In this case, we found $\alpha = (2.5 \pm 0.5) \times 10^{-4}$ (s nM$^{-1}$). Interestingly, this number is roughly three orders of magnitude lower than one might expect for simple diffusion of a molecule with a hydrodynamic radius of a few nanometers to a target of similar size; although simple diffusive theory predicts that these binding events should be observed at picomolar concentrations, instead, we find that they occur at nanomolar concentrations. However, working concentrations at the nanomolar scale are typical in all studies of V(D)J recombination and not unique to our assay, which probably reflects the complicated nature of the RAG1/2c complex. It is possible that this discrepancy is partially related to the fact that the purified RAG1/2c is not homogeneous and certainly contains some fraction of inactive or nonheterotetrameric protein. The presence of an inactive fraction of protein would shift the measured required concentrations for binding in a direction consistent with the observed trends. A possible second reason for this discrepancy is that this simple model assumes that the DNA is a perfect absorber, with no constraints on molecular orientation, whereas in reality, the binding process is probably topologically more stringent. SI Text has additional discussion of these matters.
HMGB1 Alters the Binding Properties of RAG–RSS Complexes. In the process of V(D)J DNA cleavage, the RAG proteins do not act in isolation. For the purposes of probing the dynamics of hairpin formation, we must account for the role of HMGB1 (23) as shown in Fig. 2B. To that end, we wished to build on our analysis by investigating how HMGB1 altered RAG1/2c–RSS-induced binding (Fig. 5). However, this measurement presented a challenge in that the presence of HMGB1 altered the measured DNA length, even in the absence of RAG1/2c or RSS binding sites. Depending on the concentration of HMGB1 and the length of the substrate used, we observed up to 50% compaction of the DNA substrate (the rms of the bead was reduced to that expected from a tether of one-half the actual length). Fig. S4C shows this effect in our experiments. In the face of these condensing effects, it was imperative to verify that we could still use the TPM assay described above to measure additional RAG–RSS-dependent shortening. Fig. 5D shows a histogram of bead position over 1 h in the presence of 25 nM HMGB1 and varying concentrations of RAG1/2c (between 1 and 50 nM). A shift in effective tether length is observed as RAG1/2c is titrated in the presence of HMGB1; at low concentration, the beads exhibit a long state associated with an unbound tether, and as the concentration is increased, a shorter state associated with RAG1/2c binding to available RSS binding sites begins to dominate. Here, we add 50 nM RAG1/2c both with (Fig. 5B, blue bars) and without (Fig. 5B, gray bars) 25 nM HMGB1 (Fig. 5B, red bars) to the DNA substrates shown in Fig. 5A and find the mean length of a tether by fitting a Gaussian to the appropriate position histogram (like those in Fig. 5D). Thus, we observe that HMGB1 alters the reduction in DNA tether length for RAG1/2c alone from 64 ± 5 bp and 57 ± 5 bp for a single 12RSS and 23RSS to 101 ± 8 bp and 132 ± 4 bp, respectively.

We exploit this observable difference in the reduction in DNA tether length to determine the $K_d$ for the 12RSS and the 23RSS in the presence of RAG1/2c and HMGB1 using the methods described above. One crucial caveat in the approach here is that the bound state under these conditions was very stable, and in most trajectories, we no longer see robust switching between the states, making a measurement of the kinetic parameters impossible. However, assuming that the measured state of a given tether is a representation of the overall bulk probability of being found in either of two states, we can still calculate $K_d$ using the thermodynamic model introduced earlier. We find that, for RAG1/2c plus HMGB1, the $K_d$ values for the 12RSS and the 23RSS are both less than RAG1/2c alone: $K_d = 4.1 ± 1.6$ nM and $K_d = 8.8 ± 4.0$ nM for the 12RSS and the 23RSS, respectively (Fig. 5C). The presence of HMGB1 greatly enhances the binding of RAG1/2c to both the 12RSS and the 23RSS (Fig. 5B and Fig. S4B), which is consistent with previous studies (6, 24–26). We also find the $K_d$ values for the 12RSS and the 23RSS in the presence of RAG1/2c and HMGB1 are within error of $K_d$ values previously reported that were derived from the turnover number ($k_{cat}$) (27).

**Direct Observation of Paired Complex Formation.** The paired complex is predicted to form before hairpin production (observed as bead loss in our experiments). To determine if we could observe the paired complex before bead release, we tracked beads attached to a 12RSS/23RSS substrate with intersignal spacing (distance between two RSSs) of either 1,200 or 1,800 bp in the presence of 5 nM RAG1/2c and 80 nM HMGB1 for 1 h (Fig. 6A).

The logic of using two different intersignal spacings was that they have characteristically different Brownian motion signatures if, indeed, we are observing the paired complex. To be precise, a paired complex that forms on either of these two substrates

---

**Fig. 4.** Detecting and determining the binding properties of a single RAG–RSS complex. (A) Single DNA molecules containing a 12RSS or a 23RSS site are tethered to a microscope coverslip, and RAG1/2c is titrated from 1 to 50 nM, permitting the observation of concentration-dependent shortening in the presence of RSSs. The number of bead trajectories in each sample is shown in each histogram. (B) Binding probability as a function of RAG1/2c concentration. Two Gaussians are fit to each distribution (1–50 nM) shown in A, and the probability of being shortened as a function of RAG1/2c is plotted. The data are then fit using the statistical mechanical model described in SI Text. (C) Mean dwell times of individual RAG1/2c–RSS complexes (black, 12RSS; red, 23RSS) in both the on (or bound; circles) or off (unbound; squares) state. Binding events occurred with similar frequency independent of binding site identity; however, the time bound to 12RSS was nearly two times that of 23RSS. Error bars represent SEs calculated from bootstrap resampling.
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for 12RSS and 23RSS in C E1719 indicates no cleavage in Fig. 6 histograms of median effective DNA tether length (in base pairs) classified as being uncleaved. In Fig. 6 cases are included in the following figures and analysis and avoid systematic exclusion of longer paired complex states, these two fates during the timeframe of our experiment. To note, some observed paired complexes do not resolve to one of passively or after another complex formation. As a technical to the unlooped length, although it may be cleaved later either (i.e., the bead does not transition back to the unlooped length before release), or (ii) a return to the previous unlooped state, implying that the tether was not cleaved (the bead returns to the unlooped length, although it may be cleaved later either passively or after another complex formation). As a technical note, some observed paired complexes do not resolve to one of these two fates during the timeframe of our experiment. To avoid systematic exclusion of longer paired complex states, these cases are included in the following figures and analysis and classified as being uncleaved. In Fig. 6C, Insets, we show the histograms of median effective DNA tether length (in base pairs) for these states (black indicates cleaved complexes and red indicates no cleavage in Fig. 6C) for both substrates. Here, it is clear that the DNA tether length of the observed short state depends on the length of intersignal spacing between RSSs. Furthermore, the effective DNA tether length of the paired complex state agrees with the predicted length, assuming that the substrate had shorted by 1,200 or 1,800 bp, and the remaining DNA is compacted 20% by HMGB1 (as expected from Fig. S4C). Histograms of the dwell time in the paired complex for states ending in cleavage (black) and no cleavage (red) are shown in Fig. 6C. The dwell times are relatively short, with a mean of roughly 400 s (although we did rarely observe paired complex dwell times of thousands of seconds), and it can be seen that roughly 40% of all observed paired complex states are cleaved. Furthermore, we only include states that last 60 s or more, and therefore, this value of the average time is likely an overestimate. In Fig. 6S, the correlation between dwell time and median dwell length is shown for each observed instance of the paired complex. From this, we determined that the infrequent long dwell times had a dwell length consistent with instances of the paired complex capable of cleavage and were not anomalous in terms of dwell length. One interesting point that arises in these measurements is clear that the DNA tether length of the observed short state depends on the length of intersignal spacing between RSSs. Furthermore, the effective DNA tether length of the paired complex state agrees with the predicted length, assuming that the substrate had shorted by 1,200 or 1,800 bp, and the remaining DNA is compacted 20% by HMGB1 (as expected from Fig. S4C). Histograms of the dwell time in the paired complex for states ending in cleavage (black) and no cleavage (red) are shown in Fig. 6C. The dwell times are relatively short, with a mean of roughly 400 s (although we did rarely observe paired complex dwell times of thousands of seconds), and it can be seen that roughly 40% of all observed paired complex states are cleaved. Furthermore, we only include states that last 60 s or more, and therefore, this value of the average time is likely an overestimate. In Fig. 6S, the correlation between dwell time and median dwell length is shown for each observed instance of the paired complex. From this, we determined that the infrequent long dwell times had a dwell length consistent with instances of the paired complex capable of cleavage and were not anomalous in terms of dwell length. One interesting point that arises in these measurements is shown in Fig. 6D. Here, we show a histogram of the probability of bead loss for the 12RSS/23RSS (1,200 and 1,800 bp, respectively), 12RSS only, and NoRSS substrate (that is, the probability that a bead will be lost during the course of the experiment). There are two clear mechanisms for bead loss in our experiments: the DNA cleavage event that follows from paired complex formation or passive events that are unrelated to 12/23 rule-regulated cleavage. For the NoRSS and 12RSS substrates, the rates of bead loss were roughly the same, and we attribute such events to this passive form of bead loss. However, for the 12RSS/23RSS substrates, there is a population of bead loss events that is immediately preceded by a measurable paired complex (black in the histogram bars in
Furthermore, the substrates with both RSS sites lost more beads than the control substrates in traces without a paired complex signature (i.e., the blue bar in Fig. 6D is bigger with both RSS sites present). We cannot say unequivocally the reason for this, but it might be because of either (i) paired complex formation and excision of the looped DNA faster than we can resolve with our method or (ii) a pathway for cutting that does not require the two RSS sites to synapse.

**Dynamics of 12/23 Rule-Regulated Bead Release as a Function of RAG1/2c and HMGB1.** To quantify the concentration dependence of the molecular players on the rate of RAG-mediated DNA cleavage (shown schematically in Fig. 7A), we observed a population of beads and determined how many were left in the field of view as a function of time. We examined 70–80 DNA-tethered beads with a 12RSS/23RSS binding site substrate and compared the bead release with that with only one or the other RSS. To control for passive bead release, we also performed a control measurement on DNA-tethered beads lacking any RSS binding site but with the RAG1/2c and HMGB1 proteins present in the same concentrations. After subtracting passive bead release, significant bead release only occurs in the case where both a 12RSS and a 23RSS are present simultaneously, confirming 12/23 rule-regulated cleavage in our single-molecule assay (Fig. 7B). No other combination of RSS sites on our DNA substrate (12RSS, 23RSS, 12RSS/12RSS, and 23RSS/23RSS) produced significant bead release (Fig. 7B).

How do all of these results depend on the quantity and identity of the relevant proteins? The dependence of these results on HMGB1 concentration is shown in Fig. 7D. In particular, we observed an increase in the frequency of RAG1/2c-mediated 12RSS/23RSS bead release with increasing concentrations of HMGB1 between 5 and 500 nM. We also found that hairpin production in a bulk assay (Fig. S7A) and bead release in our single-molecule assay (Fig. S7B and C) required catalytically active RAG1/2c, consistent with previous bulk analyses (1). We were also interested to see if there was additional bead release activity in the presence of more than one 12RSS as a first in vitro step toward the cellular situation in which there are multiple RSSs. The red circles in Fig. 7D show the measured bead release when a second 12RSS site is added to the DNA substrate as depicted in Fig. 7C. In this case, where there are now two configurations for 12RSS/23RSS hairpin production, bead release is increased, although it seems to saturate at roughly 30%, similarly to that with the standard 12RSS/23RSS substrate.

One interesting parameter that governs the frequency of bead release is the distance between the two RSSs. Bead release activity can be ablated by decreasing inter-RSS separation from 137 to 73 bp (Fig. S7D and E), which would be predicted to interfere with RSS synapsis (28) and has been shown to reduce cleavage in biochemical assays (29). Notably, the block to bead
release imposed by the 73-bp intersignal distance is overcome when Mn\(^{2+}\) is used in place of Mg\(^{2+}\) in the reaction buffer (Fig. S7F). Mn\(^{2+}\), unlike Mg\(^{2+}\), allows hairpin formation in the absence of paired complex formation (30). Overall, these results regarding the combination of RSSs, reaction conditions, and intersignal distance required for bead release are in close agreement with results from bulk studies of RAG-mediated DNA cleavage and provide additional confidence that bead release is the result of hairpin formation in the paired complex.

Fig. 8 shows the time evolution of bead release over 2 h for three different concentrations of RAG1/2c (1, 5, and 25 nM) and a range of HMGB1 concentrations between 5 and 500 nM. First, we see that nearly all release activity occurred in the first 1 h with at least 5 nM RAG1/2c, a concentration similar to \(K_d\) for both 12RSS and 23RSS in the presence of HMGB1 (Fig. 5D). Second, the resulting bead release dynamics seemed to fall broadly into one of two categories: bead release occurs quickly over the first 1 h before saturating around 30% (for instance, at 5 nM RAG1/2c with 225 or 500 nM HMGB1) or 25 nM RAG1/2c, or bead release is not strongly observed and stalls below 10% (as is the case for the lowest two concentrations of HMGB1, regardless of RAG concentration, and the lowest RAG concentration). Furthermore, at 25 nM RAG1/2c, both RSSs should be occupied, but we do not observe an inhibition in bead release. High RAG protein concentrations have previously been shown to inhibit synopsis and hairpin formation using oligonucleotide RSS substrates (31).

**Discussion**

V(D)J recombination is one of the most intriguing examples of genome dynamics, with many questions regarding its mechanistic underpinnings remaining unanswered. We have addressed some of these using a single-molecule assay that makes it possible to capture individual RAG-mediated cleavage reactions from start to finish in real time, revealing important parameters of DNA binding and cleavage by RAG and HMGB1. We observe an apparent reduction in DNA length on RSS binding by RAG in the absence of HMGB1, which agrees with previous work showing that RAG proteins alone bend DNA at RSSs (18). This calculation provided a \(K_d\) for the RAG–RSS interaction. We anticipate that our single-molecule approach could be used to measure \(K_d\) values for nonconsensus RSSs, thereby providing a more complete understanding of the relationship between RSSs and RAG activity. Indeed, in preliminary studies, we have already seen that concentrations of RAG that saturate consensus RSSs show significantly reduced binding to nonconsensus RSSs derived from the Ig heavy-chain locus.

This approach has also allowed a first determination of the mean dwell time for the RAG1/2c complex bound to either a 12RSS or a 23RSS. We find that the RAG1/2c–RSS complex is quite stable, with dwell times on the order of several minutes. In particular, we found that the complex stayed bound longer at 12RSS (\(>430\) s) compared with 23RSS (\(<250\) s), consistent with the idea that changing the binding site primarily changes the stability of the complex and not the time that it takes to bind the RSS target (\(K_d^{12RSS}/K_d^{23RSS} \sim \beta_{bound}^{12RSS}/\beta_{bound}^{23RSS}\)), where \(\beta_{bound}\) is the off-rate for unbinding from the RSS.

We found that HMGB1 increases the reduction in DNA length of an RAG–RSS complex. This observation is consistent with the HMGB1 dependence of the large bends detected in 12RSS–RAG–HMGB1 or 23RSS–RAG–HMGB1 complexes, although those studies used short oligonucleotide substrates (25, 26). We also used this reduction in DNA tether length to determine the \(K_d\) of the complex and not the time that it takes to bind the RSS target (\(K_d^{12RSS}/K_d^{23RSS} \sim \beta_{bound}^{12RSS}/\beta_{bound}^{23RSS}\)), where \(\beta_{bound}\) is the off-rate for unbinding from the RSS.
similar, consistent with previous observations (6, 27). Our single-molecule assay to study HMG1-dependent processes could be extended to study other proteins other than RAG1/2c, which has binding to DNA that is also facilitated by HMG1 (for example, the tumor suppressor protein p53) (32).

At the concentrations of RAG1/2c and HMG1 used in our experiments, the binding events associated with RAG1/2c in the presence (or absence) of HMG1 were relatively frequent, but the downstream product of this binding (paired complex formation) was comparatively rare; in our experiments, a bead bound to DNA spends just 4% of the total observation time in the paired complex state. We directly observed paired complex formation on DNA substrates with both a 12RSS and a 23RSS. We do not see evidence of this complex when only a 12RSS (or no RSS) is present, and we confirm that the apparent length of the paired complex state is consistent with a tether that has been shortened by the 12/23 intersignal spacing of the substrate when using both a 1,200- and a 1,800-bp spacing. We did not determine if one or both RSSs were occupied before paired complex formation. Additional studies will be needed to resolve this important mechanistic question.

The paired complex was relatively short-lived, which is at odds with kinetic models derived from cleavage experiments with oligonucleotide RSS substrates that predict slow hairpin formation with unengaged paired complex (27). Furthermore, the paired complex did not always result in a cleaved DNA product; only roughly 40% of paired complexes terminated in a DNA cleavage event. Note, however, that our dwell times and reversible paired complex were measured on naked DNA. By way of contrast, in vivo, histones and other DNA binding proteins are involved in V(DJ) cleavage, and this fact could lead to differences from the in vitro results presented here. If this reversibility also occurs in vivo, the RAG recombinase could sample multiple RSSs adjacent to V or D gene segment partners after establishing the recombination center at the J gene segments of Ig and TCR loci, consistent with the results of previous in vivo studies (33–35). Sampling of multiple RSSs before recombination could influence the relative use of particular V(DJ) or VJ alleles in the antigen receptor repertoire (33).

Finally, we studied RAG–HMG1–RSS-mediated cleavage on the DNA by inferring successful hairpin formation observed as bead release events. With this assay, we quantified the relationship between bead release and the concentration of HMG1, RAG1/2c, and HMG1. We found that bead release was significantly enhanced on a substrate containing a 12RSS/23RSS pair, required catalytically active RAG, and was strongly inhibited when the intersignal distance was shortened beyond a certain point previously shown to inhibit RAG-mediated cleavage and V(DJ) recombination. With these tools in hand, it is now possible to perform a number of systematic studies of the V(DJ) reaction process. Our results already hint that both the number of RSSs and their distances conspire to alter recombination dynamics, and it will be of interest to determine the quantitative rules governing synapse and hairpin formation for the various 12/23 rule-regulated V, D, and J reactions that generate Ig and TCR gene rearrangements during lymphoid development.

Methods
Maltose binding protein-tagged RAG1/2c and various mutants were individually or coexpressed and purified from suspension 293-E cells after a 48-h transfection. His-tagged HMG1 was purified from BL21 cells after a 4-h isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside induction. The purified RAG1/2c and HMG1 were characterized using in vitro bulk assays. TPM flow cells were assembled with DNA-tethered beads and calibrated to detect DNA length changes in molecules of a known length (Fig. S1C). DNA molecules with RSSs were tethered and tracked for roughly 500 s; then, RAG1c, RAG2c, RAG1/2c, and various mutants were added to create the reaction. We determined that the RAG recombinase could sample multiple RSSs adjacent to V and D gene segments. We also used the waiting time distributions of the trajectories to determine the mean dwell time of RAG1/2c for the 12RSS or the 23RSS. We performed experiments to detect the paired complex by tracking DNA-tethered beads in the absence of protein for roughly 500 s and then, tracking a field of view for roughly 1 h. We directly observed individual paired complexes form and break down in real time as well as paired complexes that resulted in hairpin production. We used the trajectories from the paired complex data to determine the mean dwell time of RAG productive or nonproductive paired complexes (complete methods in SI Methods). Finally, we developed single-molecule assays to detect hairpin production that uses bead release as a readout.
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